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KeyPoints 

Subtotal coronoid ostectomy (SCO) can result in focal high pressure zone along the 
osteotomy line on the most cranial aspect of the osteotomised medial coronoid process 
(MCP), resulting in focal cartilage wear and medial compartment syndrome. Elbows with 
significant radio-ulnar incongruence (RUI) may be at higher risk. Proximal dynamic ulna os-
teotomy (PDUO) improves the biomechanical situation at the MCP and may be therefore the 
procedure of choice to prevent or treat this condition. 

Arthroscopic treatment of fragmented medial coronoid process (FCP) is directed at 
fragment removal and curettage of the lesion bed. When performing SCO the entire apex and 
mid body of the coronoid process is removed either using a small osteotome or shaving it 
down with a bur. This is based on the fact, that even the healthy looking part of the MCP can 
be affected by subchondral microcracks,1 potentially leading to recurrent fragmentation and 
persistent pain when left within the joint. Another advantage of SCO may be improvement of 
joint congruence in joints with significant RUI.2 

Depending on the exact position of the resection line during SCO, the contact area of 
the MCP dramatically decreases. However, more importantly, during weight bearing cranio-
distal subluxation of the humeral trochlea may occur, resulting in impingent of the trochlea 
on the edge of the osteotomy line. In consequence a low contact, high pressure zone is estab-
lished leading to cartilage wear along the resection line and opposing humeral trochlea, such 
as seen in medial compartment syndrome. 

The described MCP impingement syndrome was documented in six elbows with FCP 
(Tab. 1). These elbows had been treated for FCP with arthroscopic SCO, fragment removal 
and joint lavage. Cartilage at the MCP and the humeral trochlea was visibly unaffected at that 
time (≤ Grad 1 Outerbridge). Second look arthroscopy 4-12 weeks later revealed full thick-
ness cartilage wear along the resection line at the most cranial aspect of the osteotomised 
MCP and third to fourth degree cartilage pathology at the humeral trochlea. None of the eval-
uated elbows showed repeated fragmentation of the MCP. Indication for second look arthros-
copy was persistent or recurrent lameness (n=3) and prospectively scheduled re-evaluation 
because of suspected development of the described impingement syndrome on first evalua-
tion, mainly because of a radio-ulnar step (n=3). Treatment consisted of ulnar shortening in 
case #1, DPUO in four elbows (#2, #4, #5, #6) and Pfeil proximal ulna osteotomy in case #3. 
Function improved in all elbows, however at least some functional impairment after heavy 
exercise persisted. Third look arthroscopy is not available at this time. 

Even though SCO has been reported to result in good functional outcome in elbows 
affected by FCP,3 in case of treatment failure or recurrent lameness MCP impingement syn-
drome should be considered and ruled out by second look arthroscopy. The inherent bias in 
case selection for second look arthroscopy in the documented six cases warrants further stud-
ies to allow final conclusion on the significance of RUI in respect to the development of im-
pingement syndrome following SCO. 
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Table 1: Epidemiological and clinical data of affected elbows with impingement syndrome. 

Case Breed Side 
Age at SCO 

(weeks) 
Delay until SLA 

(weeks) 
RUI 
(mm) 

Indication for 
SLA 

1 
78556 

White Ger-
man Shepherd 

R 45 8 0 
Persistent 
lameness 

2 
79951 

Labrador  
Retriever 

L 8 4 1-2 

Scheduled at 
first arthros-
copy because 

of RUI, persis-
tent lameness 

3 
76848 

Staffordshire 
Bullterrier 

L 13 8 0 
Recurrent 
lameness 

4 
64768 

Labrador  
Retriever 

R 7 12 2 

Scheduled at 
first arthros-
copy because 

of RUI 

5 
59743 

German 
Shepherd 

L 7 4 >3 

Scheduled at 
first arthros-
copy because 

of RUI, no 
lameness 

6 
69835 

Labrador  
Retriever 

R 7 12 >2 
Persistent 
lameness 

SLA = second look arthroscopy 
RUI = radio-ulnar incongruence 
R = right; L = left 
RUI = radio-ulnar incongruence 
 

 
Figure 2: Arthroscopic appearance of impingement syndrome following SCO (left elbow, 
cranial to the right). Note full thickness cartilage loss along the resection line at the MCP (as-
terix, left image) and on the humeral trochlea (asterix, right image) 
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